Now there are 9 ways to spell victory

Power player or strategist, you'll get more on the ball with one of Vittert's nine great racquets.

Because no matter how heavy a hitter you are, Vittert makes deadly accuracy one of your strengths.

Just pick the weight, length, head shape and grip that feels like you on a good day. Any Vittert you select will eliminate rotational torque and impact vibration to put you in control. And spell victory.

Vittert. The racquet with the intimidating V...
This new ball is so lively, so consistent, so durable, we guarantee it. Twice.

Introducing the new Penn Ultra-blue Racquetball.
So tough, it comes with something no other ball offers. The exclusive Penn Double Performance Guarantee: "If any Penn ball should fail before the label wears off, return it to the place of purchase or to Penn for two new balls!"

Strong stuff. But so is the Penn ball. Because that's the way we build them.

With the same, uncompromised quality control that's made Penn the standard of excellence in tennis balls.
Nobody else backs their ball with this kind of guaranteed performance. Maybe nobody else can.
How do you reach the finals?

Get the best shoes, the best racquet, and practice, practice, practice.

There are no shortcuts to winning. To reach the finals you've got to be good and practice hard. And the best equipment is a must. Especially in shoes. When so many others are still trying to play racquetball in tennis shoes, you can get a big advantage by playing in the best specialty racquetball shoes available. Lotto.

Take it from Mike Yellen and Jennifer Harding. They've earned their place at the top through talent, a love of the game, good equipment and a lot of sweat. But it pays off. Mike went to the National Men's Semi-Finals in 1978 in only his second year on the tour, and Jennifer made it all the way to the Women's Finals!

Mike and Jennifer wear Lotto because they know how important it is to have the best equipment available. And Lotto is the leader in specialty racquetball shoes, with 8 models to choose from, (more than double our nearest competitor) topped off by the Yellen and Harding Autograph models. Every Lotto has a unique wrap-around sole and suction cup tread pattern designed specially for hardwood courts and the sudden starts, stops, pivots and twists of racquetball.

Try Lotto. It'll bring you a step closer to the finals.
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Man into Beast.

"The Hammer." In the hands of the serious player it means power, control, velocity, balance, lightness in weight.


"The Hammer." An extension of your arm. And your will. It's at your racquetball dealers.

Grrr-afallOl)'s "Hammer"

SANCTION YOUR TOURNAMENT THROUGH The International Racquetball Association AND RECEIVE FREE:

- Balls
- Score cards
- Draw Sheets
- Rule Books
- Clinic Booklets
- Decals and bumper stickers
- Tournament programs
- Qualification for World Amateur rankings (September 1979)
- Guidelines of how to run a successful tournament

Grafalloy Corporation, 1020 North Marshall, El Cajon, California 92020, U.S.A.
FILL OUT THIS LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racquetball Friends</th>
<th>Racquetball Foes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now Turn To Page 45

It's funny how serious friendly games can get. Which is why most of us take our equipment seriously. If you wear glasses, the Rainbo Prescription All-Sport Eyeguard will be the most serious piece of sports equipment you can own. They give your eyes the same advantage on the playing field that your regular glasses give off the field. They let you see. And more so, they help protect your eyes from injury. At least, you can play safe.

RAINBO PRESCRIPTION ALL-SPORT EYEGUARD
NOW AVAILABLE AT YOUR EYE CARE SPECIALIST.
CALL (800) 423-5221 FOR INFORMATION.
IN CALIFORNIA CALL COLLECT (213) 999-4330.


RECEIVING LINE

Letters To The Editor

I would like to thank Luke St. Onge for everything at the (National Juniors) tournament. It was a disappointment for me to lose in the finals after winning your Open tournament in Las Vegas, but I am happy for Doug Cohen since he played well and deserved to win. Over the last couple of years, my mind and attitude have really changed about the IRA. But that's because Luke and the people who work with him have shown the honesty and sincerity that people like to see. Thank you for the boat trip, tournament atmosphere and an all-around good weekend. I wish you the best of luck in the future of amateur racquetball and the IRA.

John Egerman
Boise, Idaho

I commend you on your effort informing the general membership of the IRA about the growth and current obstacles being experienced in junior racquetball. (See Racquetball, June, 1979.)

One concern I have, though, is in regards to avoiding the "Little League syndrome," which has somewhat destroyed the objectives of Little League baseball with too much parental intervention and preferential treatment... For this reason I question the attempted "guessimates" for the Junior Nationals. Juniors are very impressionable individuals, and sometimes have difficulty understanding adult motives and choices. Because there are so many juniors participating in racquetball, and because we are urging others to join our ranks, surely unsubstantiated guessing should not be encouraged without complete and accurate input from both state and regional directors. Junior results from each state and region should be evaluated and compiled for reference before such "guesses" are published.

Let us promote and develop strong juniors with realistic goals and positive attitudes. Then let tournament results separate our competitive players from our recreation participants. Only then can the IRA attempt to rank and recognize all those who deserve those honors.

Jeffrey W. Hetherington
Rancho Cordova, Calif.

On behalf of the western New York participants in the 1979 IRA Junior Nationals, I would like to thank Luke St. Onge, Hallie Singer, Pete Singer and the many others who were responsible for an excellent tournament... The spirit of competition was strong, but the thing that impressed me most was the strong admiration the kids had for each other. It became evident that there were many winners that scores did not reflect. Lynn Wojcik, her mother Ruth and Greg Peck are a few that come to mind. I know there are other examples of courage and class under pressure that I missed, but it is this spirit that makes our sport and the people who play it so much fun.

Jim Winterton
The Winton Racquetball Club
Rochester, N. Y.

Racquetball welcomes correspondence from its readers. Letters are subject to editing for clarity and length.

Finally, the Ultimate Racquet

Please send me the following:

Name ____________________________
Address _________________________

City, State, Zip Code ______________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racquets</th>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>Silver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chains</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpentine med</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpentine fine</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobra med</td>
<td>$64.95</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chain &amp; Racquet</td>
<td>$84.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpentine med</td>
<td>$64.95</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serpentine fine</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobra med</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racquetball Man</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send to:

Tinker and Company
400 S. Orlando Ave, Building "C"
Winter Park, FL 32789
Ph. (305) 645-5212

Check or Money Order □ COD □
Master Charge □ VISA □ Exp. Date __________

Add $1.50 for Handling
Allow 14-21 days for Delivery

Prices may fluctuate and are subject to change in Gold Market.

Now, you can have the Ultimate in Racquetball Jewelry. No matter what stage your game is in, you can have the best in Racquetball Jewelry with a touch of class for any man or woman. Solid 14 karat Gold and 92.5 Sterling Silver (White Gold also available). So make points with ease, with Custom Racquetball Jewelry by Tinker and Company. Clubs, check with us for Wholesale Prices.
DYNAMICS® PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
The World's Finest Health & Fitness Machines

The Ultimate In Result Producing Variable Resistance Equipment

NEW 1979 EDITION

Full Line Catalog and Literature Available on
- Over 100 Exercise Machines
- Saunas
- Whirlpools
- Steam

Dynamics Health
1538 College So. Houston, Tx. 77587
713-946-5734 or Toll Free 1-800-231-4245
AJAY brings out the animal in you.

Whatever animal you turn into when you step onto the court, Ajay has just the racquet that suits your style. Not four or five models, FOURTEEN! And 6 different head shapes. From the largest legal-size to the lightest weight. And you'll never growl about the price.

Make tracks for your sporting goods department, pro shop or dealer and bag yours.
Dear Members,

Last month we announced the instrumentation of the Talbot amateur ranking system. This system goes into effect this month and is applicable to IRA-sanctioned tournaments only. When sufficient data has been collected, the rankings will be published in *Racquetball* magazine and will be available for all IRA-sanctioned tournaments for seeding purposes. We recognize that this is only a beginning, and as the system’s flaws are discovered additional refinements will be made.

A great benefit to be derived from this system will be the reasonable, objective method of determining who is an Open, B, C or D player. Presently we have a very serious problem facing our sport, with no set standards for determining these classifications. Because of this situation and the proliferation of B, C and novice divisions, we have witnessed the development of the “trophy hunter.” Other names can be applied to this type of player, but in essence he is one who plays in a lower level tournament classification than his skill level just to get a trophy. The novice, C, and B divisions were established as fun divisions for players to test their skills with players of similar abilities on their way to the Open divisions. Granted, some players may never reach the Open level, but we are not talking about them. We are talking about players who knowingly “play down,” embarrassing other players by 21-2, 21-2 scores—or worse—and actually ruining tournament play for the vast majority of players who entered these divisions honestly.

Many solutions have been offered to correct this situation. But because of the vast differences in playing skill across the country, no one system could be applied fairly. The national ranking system, then, will allow us to formulate data in all divisions and apply it to already existing formulas for competitive levels. It is extremely important for you, the average player, to be a part of this system, and we encourage you to support those tournaments that carry IRA-sanction to help alleviate this serious problem.

Finally, in the July issue of *Racquetball* we apparently caused a lot of confusion by printing a rule change, number 1.2, which stated: “Only one racquet may be used by each player during the play of a match.” This has been mistakenly interpreted by some players to mean that you can not change racquets during the course of a match. This is not true and essentially the rule has not changed. This particular language was added simply to clarify a situation that has arisen more than once, whereby a player actually uses two racquets at one time during a match—one in each hand. The one positive thing about this misunderstanding is that it shows that you, the membership, do read *Racquetball* magazine and that you care about the future of our game. It’s great to hear from you.

Sincerely,

Luke St. Onge
Executive Director
New Court Club Openings

West Springfield, Mass.

The Supreme Court, Inc., believed to be the first racquetball and handball center in western Massachusetts, will be opening soon in West Springfield. The club will feature 16 courts (all official IRA size), individual saunas, whirlpool baths and exercise machines. It will also have a lunch bar, pre-school children’s nursery, viewing gallery and mezzanine lounge. The club will utilize an energy-saving heat pump system to help heat and cool the building.

Louisville, Kentucky

The Okolona Racquetball Club is scheduled to open in October at 5609 Fern Valley Road in Louisville’s Poplar Park subdivision. The club will offer 10 air-conditioned racquetball/handball courts, a health bar, lounge and viewing area, whirlpools, saunas, an exercise room and nursery. Various types of memberships are available including family, single, junior (age 18 and under) and corporate. The club is managed by J.T. Sims, one of the general partners.

Austin, Texas

The Western Trails Racquet Club will open in October at 2302 Western Trails Boulevard in Austin. The club will feature eight air-conditioned courts, whirlpools, saunas, a supervised nursery, carpeted locker rooms and a laundry service. Membership applications are now being accepted. Charter initiation fees range from $50 to $175, depending upon the type of membership you desire and when you apply. Dues will vary from a $480 annual fee for an executive family option to a $60 annual fee for a regular single option. Membership will be limited to 800. For further information call (512) 282-0789.

Lake Hiawatha, New Jersey

The Knoll Tennis and Racquetball Club has opened at 1130 Knoll Road in Lake Hiawatha. The 50,000 square-foot sports complex features 4 indoor tennis courts and 12 racquetball courts. For more information call (201) 335-9800.

Colma, California

What A Racquet, a new racquetball facility, is scheduled to open soon at 2945 Junipero Serra Boulevard in Colma, one mile south of San Francisco. The club will have 17 courts, three of them glass-walled and another with window cutouts on the front wall for television cameras. It will also feature 20 private hot tubs with stereo music in each unit, a dance studio and a fitness center. For further details call (415) 994-9080.

A PICTURE’S WORTH

1,000 WORDS

Here’s the picture
Write us for the words about offering elegance at your new or existing facility

WHIRL-SPA INC.
WHIRLPOOL BATHS
5320 NW 10th Terrace, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33309/(305) 491-0600
Dealer Inquiries invited
TOLL FREE 800-327-5589

A RACQUETBALL COURT DOOR THAT YOU CAN BANK ON.

BUILT LIKE A VAULT—TO LAST LIKE ONE.
WILL PROTECT YOUR GOODIES WHILE AT PLAY.

OUR NEW GOODIE LOCKERS (8”x8”) FOR BOTH DOORS AND WALLS ARE NOW AVAILABLE. PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

BRENCO MFG. INC
R.D. 1 BOX 218
SWEDESBORO, N.J. 08085
RAY SMITH, PRESIDENT
SALES
609-547-0170
BRUCE SMITH, PRESIDENT
PRODUCTION
609-467-1477
International Racquetball Association's
NATIONAL DOUBLES CHAMPIONSHIPS
October 18-21, 1979

O.K. Racquet Club, Oklahoma City, OK

WE PROVIDE A WARM FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE ALONG WITH THE FOLLOWING:

- Eight (8) Racquetball/Handball Courts—Fully Air Conditioned... *Including Two (2) Glass Tournament Courts with Spectator Viewing for Over 500 People.
- Men & Women's Locker Rooms with Individual Showers & Whirlpool Baths...
- A Fully Equipped Pro Shop...
- Qualified Professional Teaching Staff...
- Lounge Area
- Playroom for Children
- Membership Available with Organized Activities & Assistance in Arranging Matches...
- Combining Physical Fitness & Recreation for the Entire Family...
International Racquetball Association's NATIONAL DOUBLES CHAMPIONSHIPS

October 18-21, 1979

SITE
O.K. Racquet Club, 1508 S.E. 25th St., Oklahoma City, OK 73129, Phone 405-672-5557

ENTRY FEE
$25.00 1st event; $10.00 2nd event per player.

ENTRY DEADLINE
Postmarked October 12, 1979. ALL ENTRIES ARE FINAL. Positively no applications will be accepted after this date.

WHEN
Play begins October 18, 1979 at 8:00 a.m.

MAIL ALL ENTRIES TO

HOUSING
Red Carpet Inn, I-35/S.E. 25th St., Oklahoma City, OK., 405-677-0521

TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
Luke St. Onge, Executive Director, 5545 Murray Ave., Suite 202, Memphis, TN. 38117, 901-761-1172

RULES
I.R.A. Official rules will apply. Only amateurs may participate. I.R.A. rules state the definition of an amateur racquetball player as anyone who has not received money (any amount) in a professional NRC or IPRO sanctioned tournament for one year. New I.R.A. Doubles Ruling: there is no screen serve in doubles. This rule will be in effect at this tournament. ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST SHOW CURRENT I.R.A. MEMBERSHIP CARD or PURCHASE MEMBERSHIP AT TIME OF REGISTRATION.

OFFICIAL BALL
Penn Ultra Blue

AWARDS
Given for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and consolation. For seeding purposes please send record of past accomplishments.

NOTE
Men and women’s B divisions may be limited to 32 teams per event due to the anticipated large turnout. B’s will be accepted on a first come, first serve basis. There must be six (6) teams in a division in order to run the division. Less than 6 teams will be moved into the next qualifying bracket.

Please enter me in the event checked below.

MEN'S
( ) Open
( ) B
( ) Senior 30-34
( ) Senior 35-39
( ) Senior 40-44
( ) Masters 45-49
( ) Masters 50-54
( ) Golden Masters 55 and over
( ) Golden Masters 60 and over

WOMEN'S
( ) Open
( ) B
( ) Senior 30-34
( ) Senior 35-39
( ) Senior 40-44
( ) Masters 45-49
( ) Masters 50-54
( ) Golden Masters 55 and over
( ) Golden Masters 60 and over

JUNIOR BOYS
( ) 10 and under
( ) 13 and under
( ) 17 and under

JUNIOR GIRLS
( ) 10 and under
( ) 13 and under
( ) 17 and under

PLEASE PRINT
EVENT ENTERED (2ND EVENT ENTERED)

NAME ____________________________ PARTNER ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________ CITY ____________ STATE ____________ ZIP

BUSINESS PHONE ____________ HOME PHONE ____________

WAIVER: I hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, waive and release any and all rights and claims I may have against the International Racquetball Association, The O.K. Racquet Club and the Oklahoma Racquetball Association or their representatives for any and all injuries.

DATE ____________________________ SIGNATURE ____________________________

Cut at broken line and mail form and your check to:
National Doubles Championships
5545 Murray Ave., Suite 202
Memphis, TN 38117
New Shoes From Foot-Joy

Foot-Joy, Inc., of Brockton, Mass., is now marketing a new line of racquetball shoes for men and women.

The shoes, called Tuffs, have a number of wear-resistant features such as a gum rubber sole with high traction, 2-ply nylon mesh uppers, and uppers and lowers that are both cemented and stitched in order to prevent sole separation. Three rows of additional stitching provide extra strength in the toe area.

For further details, write Foot-Joy, Inc., 144 Field Street, Brockton, Mass. 02403, or call (617) 586-2233.

Courtside’ Convenience

Every racquetball player has probably had this experience at some time or another. You hit a roll-out that puts you one up on your opponent. When you retrieve the ball, however, you find that it has split into two pieces, and you don’t have a spare. So what do you do?

Well, it used to be that you’d either pack up your equipment and go home or buy a whole new can of balls. But now, thanks to Courtside Ltd., of Santa Ana, Calif., you can walk over to their new Ball Dispensing Machine, insert a coin or two, and get another ball—just like that.

The Ball Dispensing Machine is designed to make racquetballs available at all times right on the court. According to the company’s promotional brochure, it’s easy to install, but at the same time its rugged construction renders it both weather and vandal proof.

The manufacturers also suggest that the machine is likely to increase the revenues of both private and public facilities. Those interested can contact Courtside Ltd., a division of Court Technology, Inc., 2030 East Fourth St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92705.

Would You Believe—A Footsie Roller?

A Michigan firm, Natural Energies, has introduced a device designed to alleviate one of the most common complaints among racquetballers—sore feet. It’s called, appropriately enough, the Footsie Roller.

Carved of solid cherry, the Footsie Roller uses a deep groove design to provide a stimulating massage both before and after a match. The roller is finished with tung oil, a time-honored preservative, and sports two rubber rings—one on each end—in order to prevent slippage when the roller is in use.

The Footsie Roller comes with an eight-page brochure (shaped like a foot, naturally) that includes directions, a short bibliography on foot care and a rather curious diagram that shows the numerous reflex zones of the body believed by many to be located in the soles of the foot. What the diagram suggests is that certain areas of the body, such as the knee, the stomach and the back of the head, can be soothed by massaging particular portions of the feet.

For further information write Natural Energies, P. O. Box 8010, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48107 or call (313) 665-6229.

Moving Up

Clayton P. Fisher, III, has recently been appointed the general merchandise manager of AMF Head Sports Wear, Inc., a subsidiary of AMF, Inc.

Fisher previously was executive vice-president of Kimberly Knitwear, a division of General Mills, Inc. He has held various merchandising, marketing and general management positions over the past 14 years with the Rosanna and SW1 sportswear divisions of Warnaco and with E. I. Du Pont deNemours and Company.

A member of the National Knitted Outerwear Association, Fisher will be based at the firm’s headquarters in Columbia, Md.

Descriptions of new products are as according to information provided by the manufacturer; products have not been tested by Racquetball magazine.
Successful
Club Management is
our Racquetball Game

Solid, aggressive management above all else is the key to a successful racquetball club and is the main reason why we at Spaulding are the leaders in the racquetball club business.

Through our own research and practical application of running 19 clubs in 8 cities, we have developed management systems that work, that will insure your club's success.

If you are having problems with your club, we can help by analyzing your current situation and developing a program mutually beneficial.

We also offer various sound investor plans for the individual wishing to own a club, but who wants professionals to manage the facility.

We invite your calls to: Scott Bemis

Spaulding
Racquetball Clubs, Inc.
200 Enchanted Parkway, Manchester, MO 63011 (314) 391-6439

Racquetball Magazine is currently gathering data about virtually every aspect of the booming racquetball industry—from racquets to wristlets, from construction materials to club openings. We invite anyone wishing information to call or write to

Racquetball Magazine
Research Dept.
1535 E. Brooks Rd.
Memphis, Tn. 38116
901-345-8000
This issue marks a departure for Racquetball. Instead of our usual mix of stories on a variety of topics, most of this special issue is concerned with one subject: racquetball fashions.

Now, there was a time when talking about racquetball and fashion in the same breath would have been considered, at best, laughable. Because during much of the game's early development, racquetball players were about as unfashionable a lot as you could find. The basics—a T-shirt, a pair of white gym shorts, basketball sneakers—that was the outfit of choice for most early racquetball players.

But in recent years, much has happened to change this situation. Racquetball has become increasingly popular among a wide spectrum of people, women have been attracted to the game in record numbers, professional tours have created the first racquetball stars and the game has been treated more and more of late to television exposure on both a national and local level.

The result of these developments, at least according to many observers, is that racquetball players nowadays seem to care more about how they look. And thus, an estimated multi-billion dollar fashion industry is gearing up to meet the needs of what it hopes will be an increasingly fashion conscious racquetball market.

Some people see this as a good thing; they feel it adds a measure of class and respectability to racquetball, and that it is a positive sign of growth in the game. Others worry that increased emphasis on clothing and appearance in racquetball threatens the free-wheeling, unpretentious spirit that first attracted many people to the game.

We take no side in this dispute. In fact, there may not even be a dispute to decide. But because it is a matter of legitimate concern for many players, and because it undoubtedly represents one of the most interesting developments in our game today, we devote this issue of Racquetball to an examination of racquetball fashions: the business, the look, the people—and yes—even the foolishness of fashion. Then, you can judge for yourself.
THE BUSINESS OF FASHION

FANCY DUDS MAY MAKE A PRETTY PENNY FOR SOME FIRMS, BUT OTHERS STAND TO LOSE THEIR SHIRTS

If you've bothered to look up from the service box lately, you may have noticed a few changes around your local court club. Take, for instance, that woman over on court number one wearing the Solarpink mesh-action terry shorts with side vents, tunnel tie waist and matching cap sleeve shirt with open placket collar, accent striping and interlocking side insets. And how about that guy on court three with the Electric Blue fly-front contour waist shorts with shirred back pocket and Current Red shirt with notched collar and contrast cuffs? So there you have it, the new look in racquetball: fewer cut-offs and smelly T-shirts and a good deal more haute couture. (That's French for "fancy dressing.")

If you haven't noticed this trend at your club yet, then look again. They're there, or they will be shortly. That's because over the past two years the multi-billion dollar sportswear industry has been gearing up to change the aesthetics of the nation's fastest-growing sport. And racquetball may never be the same.

The revolution began a little over two years ago when Catalina, the Los Angeles based swimwear company, came out with what was probably the first line of actionwear specifically for racquetballers. The line sold well, and other clothiers came running in a way that would make the Oklahoma land rush look like a wedding march.

Today the secret war continues with fierce intensity behind the scenes of the growing racquetball industry. A free enterprise free-for-all. At stake is control of the racquetball "software" trade—that is, racquetball clothing from trunks and tops to warm-ups, sweats, rompers—the whole bolt of cloth. Forget footwear for a moment. That's an industry by itself (around $2.4 billion in annual sales). According to the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association (SGMA), sales last year of active sportswear for all sports reached $3.5 billion. That kitty was divided among the almost 2,000 manufacturers of active sportswear. And a growing percentage of the gross take over the past two years has been going to a steadily increasing number of companies producing racquetball wear.

Market analysts will tell you that when a new line of goods, like racquetball apparel, appears, the market evolves in four distinct stages. First, there's the rapid growth phase when all kinds of companies jump into the fray with their version of the product. Next comes a leveling off due to a glutted marketplace. Then, because the economic slices of the pie have gotten too small, the bottom drops out, and many companies beat a retreat from the competition (that's when all those good 50 per cent off sales appear). Finally, there's the stabilization period, when the companies that are the strongest financially remain to preside over a predictable market.

While tennis appears to have entered the orderly final phase of market development, racquetball is still in that initial period of rapid growth. This early stage is by far the most dramatic and interesting to watch. It's at this point that you see the marketplace equivalent of Darwin's survival of the fittest theory—companies locking horns, increasing capital expenditures, scrapping tooth and nail for that competitive edge.

The automobile industry went through this exciting rough-and-tumble phase right after World War I. All over the country manufacturers sprang up overnight, giving hurried birth to more types of cars than you could shake a brake shoe at. The economic struggle lasted for more than 10 years. And when the smoke finally cleared in 1929—thanks to the Depression—the field lay strewn with extinct species—Pierce Arrow, Apperson, Ruxton, Hispano-Suiza, Wills St. Claire and many more. The fittest—Ford, Chevrolet, Chrysler and kin—had survived, and over the next 30 years would consolidate into the giant automakers we have today.

The racquetball sportswear market is now at the point the
automobile industry had reached in the 1920s. Which companies are going to survive and which are going to fall by the wayside is yet to be determined. One thing is certain, though—there isn’t room enough for everyone.

For a number of reasons, predicting what will happen in the racquetball apparel industry, or in the sportswear market in general, has become exceedingly risky business. First of all, there has been a dramatic shift in the last year or so in the way in which sports apparel is packaged and sold to the public. Gene Tease, a merchandising manager at Catalina, explains: "The recent trend is for many companies, including ours, to move away from specific lines of clothing for specific sports, and to offer instead a general line of sportswear—clothing that can be used for tennis, racquetball, jogging, even casual wear." The principle involved here is called "fashion cross-over."

Certainly there are some companies like Ektelon and Leach that market clothing specifically for racquetball, but the majority of the companies in the racquetball marketplace—Jantzen, Jockey, Catalina, Robert Bruce, Head, Top Seed—rely on a line of versatile, all-purpose garments.

Sometimes the cross-over principle appears unexpectedly. Ask Ellen Wessel, co-owner of a relatively small company in Arlington, Virginia, specializing in women’s running apparel. "It wasn't too long after we began distribution," recalls Wessel, "that we found racquetballers interested in our clothing. It’s no wonder. Our clothes are lightweight, durable, minimal in design and quick-drying—just what the racquetball players need." Wessel and partner Elizabeth Goek took the hint. "Our company used to be called Running Comfort," Wessel says, "but we changed it to Moving Comfort because our clothes were being bought for other sports."

Such a movement towards general lines of all-purpose sportswear makes it difficult to develop sales statistics. It's almost impossible to know whether a person buying an activewear outfit intends to use it for jogging, tennis or racquetball.

To add to the confusion, over the last year or so, many department stores have added active sportswear boutiques which are separate and distinct from their sporting goods departments. At the same time, many of these stores are going a step further and getting rid of their sporting goods departments altogether. "They're losing money on hard-goods—racquets, skis, etc.," says Leonard Kanarvogel, merchandising manager for the clothing line at Ektelon. (See page 32.) "In fact, I'd guess that of the top 100 department stores, only 15 or 20 have any extensive line of hardgoods anymore."

The result of these changes is that a great deal of sports attire is no longer being sold in a sports context. It's found in flashy boutique-like settings, its new high fashion look appealing as often to the casual lounger or beach goer as to the active athlete. In short, the distinction between designer fashion and athletic wear is simply disappearing.

If such changes in marketing strategy have made hard statistics hard to come by, most companies seem to agree that in racquetball the best is yet to come. Lenny Kanarvogel, for instance, is bursting with enthusiasm. "I don't think we've even scratched the surface of the market yet," he says.

Stuart Keeler, executive vice president at AMF Head Sports Wear, shares Kanarvogel's enthusiasm. "It's a matter of evolution," he explains. "The fashion or dress-up syndrome always follows the growth and development of facilities and hardgoods sales. At Head we've seen it in tennis and skiing; the equipment boom came first and then the avalanche of fashion interest. Racquetball is still in the hardgoods phase," Keeler continues, "but we feel that interest in fashion is right around the corner."

It's hard to argue against such experience and market perspective. Yet not all experts agree with Keeler's prediction. Bob Klass, field director for Omega Sports, is one of them. "Our feeling is that racquetball is still too young a sport to spawn a big apparel industry," Klass says. "A good number of seasoned players are still wearing gym clothes, cut-offs and so on. It takes a long time to develop a taste for fashion in a sport." Klass suspects that a lot of clothing companies could end up losing their shirts. Omega's policy, he explains, is to direct resources and technology towards racquet-making. "After all," he says, "that's where our reputation is and that's what made us a profitable company."

Leach Industries in San Diego has a similar policy, though
“High fashion supporters argue that the trend toward a more tailored look is due mainly to the fact that racquetball is becoming a more social sport. It has emerged from the musty YMCAs... Under these circumstances, people are going to care more about how they look.”

they haven’t completely ruled out an aggressive entrance into the fashion market. “We offer a very limited line of racquetball clothing right now,” observes David Armstrong, vice president of sales and marketing. “But we don’t see ourselves as a softgoods peddler. It’s mainly a promotional item for us. We give away a lot at tournaments.”

Armstrong acknowledges, however, that Leach is doing some test marketing right now, and that they’re watching Ektelon’s ambitious clothing pitch very closely.

“The real problems for Leach and other hardgoods companies,” notes Armstrong, “is that we aren’t structured to compete with the Jockeys, Catalinas and so on. Our salesmen and manufacturers’ representatives naturally specialize in selling our hardgoods. They know where the buyers are, and they’re good at what they do. Selling softgoods—clothing—is a completely different ball game. We’d have to hire a large number of additional personnel or do some pretty massive retraining.”

Lenny K over at Ektelon knows all about such measures. “I just spent the last two days educating 75 hardgoods salesmen on how to sell softgoods,” he says. “I’m giving them the skills so we can compete.” Lenny’s probably a good teacher. Last spring, Ektelon stole him away from Jockey where he had built up their tennis line from nothing to a five million dollar a year business.

Ektelon is clearly putting up the money, taking the risks. But not all in the business think it’s good timing or even a good idea. That includes Catalina, the veteran outfit of the racquetball clothing wars. According to Gene Tease of Catalina, the jury’s still out on whether or not the peak in the racquetball apparel market has been reached. He suspects it has. “I know one thing,” Tease says. “If I were starting up a company, I’d enter the market in some other area. Right now, our racquetball business is not growing at the rate our tennis business is.”

Tennis. It’s always tennis, it seems, that is used as a benchmark for racquetball. It happened in tennis, the reasoning goes, so it will happen soon in racquetball. Most people in the sportswear field, however, don’t buy the analogy. There seems to be general agreement among sportswear experts that racquetball will never grow as wildly as the tennis market did over the last six or seven years. The tennis player and the racquetball player may be the same genus, but they are an entirely different species. As one SGMA official put it, “You have to remember that tennis started as an elitist sport and racquetball as a gym sport. It makes sense, then, that the tennis market would attract more money.” It’s certainly true that we haven’t seen Pierre Cardin or Diane von Furstenberg racquetball togs, or Pucci accessories or Gucci shoes. Is that because racquetballers don’t have blue blood tastes? Or is it simply too early in the evolution of the sport for such extravagances to appear? According to Oren Clanton at National Gym Wear, it’s a matter of taste. “Unlike tennis,” Clanton explains, “racquetball doesn’t put you on display. So there’s no need for high fashion. Racquetballers just aren’t interested.” Of course, Clanton’s response may be understandably self-serving since National Gym Wear does very well marketing a basic meat-and-potatoes line of gym trunks and T-shirts.

The opposite opinion may be equally self-serving, but it provides a different perspective. Companies like Catalina and Top Seed are at the other end of the fashion spectrum from National Gym Wear, and they believe they’re where the action is going to be. Alex Canaan, president of the New York-based Top Seed company, tells a favorite anecdote: “I used to think racquetball was just a sweat sport. But last winter at the National Sporting Goods Association convention in Chicago, we had a lot of racquetball players, especially pros, asking us for our tennis clothing because there were no really sharp racquetball clothes around.” Since then Top Seed has introduced a line of designer racquetball wear in vibrant colors and elegant detail. Price? Around $26 for shirt and shorts. (By way of comparison, National Gym Wear offers a no-frills T-shirt and shorts combo for 12 bucks.)

Top Seed, Catalina and other high fashion outfits argue that the trend towards a more tailored look is due mainly to the fact that racquetball is becoming a more social sport. It has emerged from the musty YMCAs, they say, and is now played on clean, well-lighted courts in elegant court club complexes. Many clubs also have health bars, lounges and family recreation areas. Under these more gregarious and glass-walled circumstances, the high fashion proponents conclude, people are going to care more about how they look.

That’s all quite true, says Ektelon’s Lenny Kanarvogel, but what these high fashion companies seem to forget, he complains, is function. “For instance, some of these outfits with splotches of really bright colors end up being a distraction to the opponent and to the person wearing them,” Kanarvogel says. “With that getup on a glass court, it is very easy to lose a ball in your own reflection.” As a result, Ektelon, AMF Head, Leach and others offer a more subdued, middle-of-the-market line of clothes (some style, prices in the $20 to $30 range for shorts and a shirt).
It remains to be seen which level of clothing fashion will eventually capture the imagination and the dollars of the majority of racquetball players. One thing does seem certain, though; in sports, clothing tastes are tied directly to exposure. The more public a sport becomes, the higher the athletic fashion. And because racquetball has evolved in the last few years into a spectator sport with wide tournament play and see-through courts, fashion interest has increased significantly.

If racquetball ever comes to television, Top Seed, Catalina and the other high style companies will come out smelling like roses. After all, the great shift away from basic white in tennis not too long ago was related directly to the arrival of big television contracts. And that meant megabucks for everybody—the manufacturers, the retailers and, of course, the players acting as clotheshorses on the tube for 20 or 30 million people.

A sure measure of the level of fashion in any sport is the amount of money clothing companies are willing to pay top athletes to wear their goods. Fila, a stylish Italian company, recently paid Bjorn Borg guarantees in excess of $100,000 to wear its merchandise. And that’s just the beginning. Add to that a royalty of about five per cent of the international sales, and Borg doesn’t have to worry too much about tournament prize money. Indeed, one might understand it if Borg’s main reason for wanting to make the finals at Wimbledon was to keep Fila shirts on camera as long as possible. It’s simply a matter of knowing who butters your bread.

Alex Canaan of Top Seed recalls trying to get John McEnroe under contract. ‘He hadn’t even turned pro yet and was ranked about fifteenth. McEnroe’s father wouldn’t talk to anybody offering less than a guarantee of $50,000 a year for three years, plus an elaborate system of bonuses for reaching the semifinals or finals of televised tournaments. We took a walk. It was crazy.’

Today McEnroe is under contract with Tacchini, another high powered Italian clothier, for around a hundred grand. Tacchini has over 45 players under contract, including Vitas Gerulaitis, Brian Gottfried, Roscoe Tanner and Bob Lutz.

Will this extreme fashion and money madness come to racquetball? Probably not in the near future. First of all, you need television, and like it or not, racquetball has problems as a video sport. The size of the ball and the speed of the game make it difficult to follow the action unless you’re right there. Some sophisticated camera work might save the day, but right now the problems remain.

Then there’s the problem of mass marketing. To pay top money to athletes for endorsements, it helps to have an international market for your product. Fila, Tacchini, Adidas and others can afford it, but American companies can’t because their products simply don’t sell well outside the United States. AMP Head may have Arthur Ashe under contract, but they can’t compete with the Italians.

Most of the top racquetball pros are under contract to one or another of the racquet or clothing manufacturers, but they certainly don’t command the kind of salaries that the tennis players do. Just what they do make remains top secret information. Educated guesses fall in the $12,000 to $15,000 range with the really big names—the Hogans and Brumfieldss—getting a good deal more. Ektelon seems the most ambitious in the endorsement field, having signed on about half of the top 20 seeded players on the tour along with about 800 club pros across the country.

Whether or not the phenomenal growth of the fashion industry is good for racquetball remains to be seen. On the one hand, you could argue that such growth merely represents the normal and healthy evolution of the sport. After all, if manufacturers are committing big money to racquetball, it must mean that the sport is here to stay. On the other hand, some might argue that the proliferation of dandyish clothes and garish bric-a-brac is the result of commercial exploitation in its nastiest and most cynical form.

No need to take sides immediately. The racquetball clothing and accessories industry will be around for quite awhile—even if our economy should go to hell in a handbasket. There’s an axiom in the business that sports activewear and cosmetics are recession-proof. People will buy them no matter what.

So, there’s plenty of time to discover what this marketing madness will lead to. Five years from now, look up again from your service box; check out that woman over on court number one, the guy on number three. What do they look like?
ATTENTION COURT CLUB OWNERS

ENTER YOUR MEMBERS IN THE I.R.A./RACQUETBALL MAGAZINE "EVERYONE WINS" GIANT SWEEPSTAKES.

The Grand Prize is an all expense paid luxury Mexican holiday. Hundreds of other major prize winners will divide over $50,000 worth of racquetball merchandise. Make sure your membership gets its fair chance.

For details contact your I.R.A. State Director (see page 44) or call Jill Fazakerly at RACQUETBALL Magazine, 901-345-8000.
Racquetball players are changing. No longer are they considered the bum's of the sports world. Instead, they've become respectable, chic even, accepted among their peers in the sports community. Gone are the days when players hung their heads in shame and whispered guiltily, "I play racquetball." Yes, all that's changed now. Because at long last, after years of being perfectly happy in scruffy cut-off jeans, plain white T-shirts and worn-out tennis shoes, racquetball players have discovered FASHION.

This change did not come about overnight. For years, fashion industry moguls have had their sights fixed on racquetball, looking for some sign of sustained life, some indication that the sport was more than just a passing fad. And now, faced with million-dollar celebrity tournaments, hundreds of new court facilities and even honest-to-goodness racquetball magazines, the fashion giants have decided that racquetball is here to stay.

So—with tape measures, doodads and statistics in hand—the fashion experts have descended upon the racquetball world, proclaiming in all-knowing terms what's "in," "now" and the "latest" for the racquetball player. Their message is simple: "You play as well as you look." With this sentiment as their guiding light, and armed with the knowledge that the American consumer needs and even wants to be separated from his hard earned money, the fashion industry has begun to change the face of racquetball.

Color coordination is the most prominent evidence of the invasion of the fashion industry. Indeed, "color coordination" is the battle cry of the fashion vanguard. These fashion experts have taken on the task of trying to color coordinate every racquetball player in America. They have embraced this cause with a religious fervor, and they speak in sympathetic tones about those players who are not yet color coordinated, as if not being color coordinated were like having some dread and incurable disease: "Poor John. He's a good player, but he's just not color coordinated." The result of this trend is that many players who had been wearing uncoordinated outfits on the racquetball court, and who thought they were having a good time, have suddenly discovered that they weren't really enjoying themselves after all. Without colors, how can it be fun?

Of course, there are some people who might question spending 30 or 40 bucks on a color coordinated racquetball outfit, when you could serve the same purpose with a simple pair of shorts and a T-shirt that cost $10. Such people are immediately branded as heretics by the fashion moguls, and shouted down with cries of "Philistine," "Oh, ye of no taste" and "No fair using logic." After a while, they learn to keep their logic and their $20 savings to themselves.

So convincing has been the argument for color coordination, that some players have refused to play in tournaments if the color of the sanctioned ball clashes with their outfit. Other players have refused to enter the court because their opponents' outfits clashed with theirs. In one instance, a well-dressed player was preparing for a match and suddenly began screaming as soon as his opponent appeared, declaring vehemently that he wasn't going to play. "You knew I was going to be wearing this dark green ensemble," he screamed, "and you

BY MARK HOLLAND
wore that atrocious purple just to clash with me. I demand a forfeit." Such confrontations have led to the creation of a new position at court clubs across the country, that of fashion coordinator, whose job it is to settle disputes among fashion conscious players.

Some fashion coordinators, however, specialize in creating color conflicts among players. These highly paid experts reportedly act as fashion consultants to a number of players on the pro circuit, actually traveling to tournaments with the players. Some of these consultants have apparently become as indispensable to certain players as their coach. One alleged fashion consultant described his job this way:

"I try to counter whatever psychological effect my player's opponent creates," he explained. "In other words, I'm hired to neutralize the effect of the opponent's clothes. Say, for instance, my player's opponent comes out in a white or beige outfit. I'm certainly not going to let my player go on the court with the same colors, because that would be playing right into his opponent's hands. Obviously, the other player is trying to slow down the tempo going to send my player out there with some really wild colors, Obnoxious Orange or Scandalous Scarlet—something that will really jolt the referee and create a feeling of action and excitement on the court.

"Of course, not a lot of people are going to come out on the court in a light colored outfit these days; it's too easy to counter. Most people will come out in bold stripes hoping to really overwhelm their opponents. In a situation like that I have to decide whether to go with horizontal or vertical stripes to counter the effect, and then I have to make a split second decision on the background color of the outfit. Lately, I've started sending my players out in shocking pink outfits which have blood red lightning bolts on the sides. The lightning bolts really throw the other player's fashion consultant off because he doesn't know whether to counter with horizontal or vertical stripes. But whenever I send my player out I'm already thinking a couple of changes ahead. Because as soon as my player walks on the court with his outfit, the other player is going to leave the court and make a change. Sometimes there are as many as 20 outfit changes before the match even begins."

Nobody knows where this clothes conscious trend will lead us, but there are ominous indications that it could lead

---

**Here's Looking At You, Kid**

This March we inserted a questionnaire in RACQUETBALL Magazine. With no reward for responding and not even a stamp to cover postage, we realized that those fans who took the time and effort to answer were indeed die-hards. Listed below are a few of the results from that questionnaire.

From time to time we will insert in the magazine or mail out other surveys and would greatly appreciate your response to those tell tale probes of the racquetball player. It is through these exchanges that we can serve you and the sport more efficiently. Look for more results in future issues.

**Thank You.**

RACQUETBALL Magazine

---

RM: How long have you been playing Racquetball?
Ans: 18% 1 yr or less
   31% 2-3 years
   23% 4-5 years
   22% 6-10 years
   6% over 10 years
   (Joe Sobek - 29 years)

RM: How frequently do you play Racquetball?
Ans: 9% everyday
   16% 4-6 times per week
   44% 2-4 times per week
   24% 1-2 times per week
   (Never - Jimmy Connors)

RM: How long do you play each time?
Ans: 38% 1 hr or less
   40% up to 90 minutes
   17% up to 2 hours
   5% over 2 hours
   (All day long - Marty Hogan)

RM: On what days do you usually play?
Ans: Monday - 17%
   Tuesday - 15%
   Wednesday - 17%
   Thursday - 15%
   Friday - 13%
   Saturday - 13%
   Sunday - 10%
   (Melina Mercouri - Never on a Sunday)

RM: How far do you travel to play?
Ans: Less than 2 miles - 27%
   2-5 miles - 27%
   5-10 miles - 26%
   Over 10 miles - 19%
   (Neil Armstrong - 250 000 miles)

RM: How long does it take to get there?
Ans: Less than 5 minutes - 25%
   10-15 minutes - 45%
   15-30 minutes - 23%
   30 minutes- 1 hour - 7%
   (Mr. Spock - Instantly)
to a kind of fashion madness in racquetball. Consider, for example, the persistent rumors that some clubs are now holding pre-tournament fashion shows, to determine seeding and handicaps. According to reports from "reliable sources" (namely, my cousin Abner in Hoboken, New Jersey), points are awarded prior to some tournaments based on the style and cut of a player's outfit. Players can begin a match with a 5, 10 or even a 15 point lead depending on how well they are dressed. The players parade back and forth before the gallery to show off their outfits, while a fashion expert judges the attire and an announcer describes it: "Tom will be rolling them out today in a two-piece, wash-and-wear outfit made of 50 per cent polyester and 50 per cent cotton. The blue/black short-sleeved top is trimmed with light blue and is set off nicely by the baby blue monogrammed shorts. The complete outfit sells for $500, or you can buy the top and shorts separately for $500 each. Tom's ensemble was provided through the courtesy of Fort Knox of Fort Knox, Kentucky.''

A startling example of the effect this new practice can have on the game is seen in a recent report from Los Angeles, down around Hollywood. There, the Open division of a tournament was won by a novice player. This player chalked up 21 points in the pre-game fashion show, so he was declared the winner without ever having to hit a ball. A spectator who was present describes the action in this exclusive report for Racquetball:

"It was a landmark in the game of racquetball," he relates. "From the moment Bob (the eventual winner) walked out, you could tell that something special was going to happen. I'm telling you, every head in the place turned and there was dead silence. You had to be there to appreciate it."

"This guy was dressed to the hilt. I'm talking funky-disco-out-a-sight-streamlined-color coordinated explosions of too much. He was a walking rainbow, from his chartreuse headband to the green and orange shoe laces in his fluorescent, high-heeled racquetball shoes. Heck, it took the announcer 15 minutes just to describe the outfit and all the accessories that went with it. But what I really think he picked up points on, though, was his lemon-colored fur-lined wrap-around tunic, which was a combination smoking jacket and warm-up suit. I'm telling you, it was a sight to behold."

Bear in mind, now, that the aforementioned spectator who passed along this report to us also works as an advertising executive for a major fashion designer. We became suspicious when he showed up in our offices decked out in a flowing cape, top hat and tails. We did some checking into his background, and learned that his company is the nation's only manufacturer of lemon-colored smoking jackets and high-heeled racquetball shoes. So, we have our doubts.

There is one effect of the current fashion mania, however, about which there can be no doubt, and that is the role it has played in the emergence of a new breed of pseudo racquetball players. We've all seen this type of player. They're the ones who go to the court club dressed in the latest fashions, but rarely if ever go near a court. About the only thing they use a racquet for is to offset the color of their outfits. These continued on page 26
September 7-9
Open Singles 45+ (3)
Honolulu YMCA
Tournament Director:
Phyllis Gomes
Central YMCA
401 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, HI 96814

September 14-16
Cape Cod Open (3)
The Racquet Club
South Yarmouth, MA
Tournament Director:
Dennis Aceto
617-394-1688

September 28-30
Yogi Berra's/Lite Beer Grand Prix for Muscular Dystrophy (4)
Yogi Berra Hall of Fame
Fairfield, New Jersey
Tournament Director:
Pete Talbot
201-227-4000

Greater Pittsburgh Open
Double Championships
Men's & Women's (3)
Moon Racquetball Club
Tournament Director:
Chuck Kohl
412-262-5335

October 25-28
Omega-Hertz Racquetball
Classic (3)
Continental Racquetball Club
7717 Edgewater
Oakland, CA 94621
Tournament Director:
Mark Auerbach
415-568-0132

November 7-11
Omega-Hertz Racquetball
Classic (3)
Racquettime of Ballwin
(formerly Wilson-Coryell
Racquetball Club)
910 Clayton Rd.
Ballwin, MO 63011
Tournament Director:
Sherry Riddings
314-391-8087

November 30
Backwall Holiday Closed
State Tournament (2)
Backwall Racquetball Club
Altoona, PA
Tournament Director:
Chris Kister
814-946-1668

December 1-3
Western New England Open (3)
Racquet Club at Bousquet
Pittsfield, MA
Tournament Director:
Mike Meyer
413-499-4600

January 3-7
I.R.A. Open State Men and Women Doubles (4)
Central YMCA
401 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, HI 96814
Tournament Director:
Phyllis Gomes

February 7-11
Open I.R.A. State Men and Women Singles (4)
Central YMCA
401 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, HI 96814
Tournament Director:
Phyllis Gomes

February 8-10
Women '80 Tournament (3)
Boston Tennis Club
Tournament Director:
Maureen Boulette
617-754-6073

February 24-March 2
Racquetball Week
Open State Racquetball Tournament (3)
Royal Courts
Wilkes Barre, PA
Tournament Director: Virginia Jones
717-822-8900

October 4-7
Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
Playoff Racquetball Club
288 Wood Road
Braintree, MA 02184
Tournament Director: Tom Melnor
617-848-8050

Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
Denver Sporting House
5151 DTC Parkway
Englewood, CO 80110
Tournament Director: Andy Sabo
303-779-0700

I.R.A. Women’s Novice Invitational (2)
Central YMCA
401 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, HI 96814
Tournament Director: Phyllis Gomes

Women’s Open Singles (3)
Central YMCA
401 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, HI 96814
Tournament Director: Phyllis Gomes

Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
Santa Monica Racquetball Club
1815 Centinella
Santa Monica, CA 90404
Tournament Director: Steve Lubarsky
213-829-6836

October 19-21
Racquettime Raise Your Racquet Benefit Open Tournament (3)
Racquetime
Dedham, MA
Tournament Director: Bill Cavanagh
617-326-2900

October 24-28
Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
King Arthur’s Court
1355 15th St.
Ft. Lee, NJ 07024
Tournament Director: Stan Danzig
201-944-8300

November 1-4
Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
Ashford Square
14900 Memorial Drive
Houston, TX 77079
Tournament Director: Jim Austin
713-497-7570

Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
The Glove And Racquet
3855 Wales Rd. N. 10
Massillon, OH 44646
216-837-9602
Tournament Director: Dave Wallace
November 2-4
Long Island Open (4)
Universal Racquetball
Massapequa, NY
Tournament Director: Al Seitelman
516-288-1448

Nittany Lion Open (4)
Penn State University
Contact: Jere Willey
814-865-6588 (work)
814-238-2864 (home)

November 16-18
LeBlanc Open (3)
Shrewsbury Racquet Club
Shrewsbury, Mass.
Tournament Director: Paul Henrickson
617-845-1001

November 29-December 2
Omega-Hertz Racquetball Classic (3)
Franklin Racquet Club
29350 Northwestern Highway
Southfield, MI 48034
Tournament Director: Jim Easterling
313-352-8000

Peter Cornell Open (3)
Downtown YMCA Fitness Center
2 W. Franklin St.
Richmond, VA 23220
Tournament Director: Carter Brook
804-544-4611

I.R.A sanctioned tournaments in bold

I.R.A. sanctioned tournaments in bold
(1) - 1st level tournament
(2) - 2nd level tournament
(3) - 3rd level tournament
(4) - 4th level tournament
(5) - 5th level tournament
(6) - 6th level tournament

February 28-March 2
I.R.A. State Championships (2)
Contact local state directors for sites

March 21-23
March of Dimes Benefit (3)
Downtown Racquet Club
230 George St.
New Haven, CT 06510
Tournament Director: Wayne Bruno
203-787-6501

April 25-27
I.R.A. Regionals (5)
Sites to be announced

I.R.A. sanctioned tournaments in bold
(1) - 1st level tournament
(2) - 2nd level tournament
(3) - 3rd level tournament
(4) - 4th level tournament
(5) - 5th level tournament
(6) - 6th level tournament

CALENDAR
"players" spend most of their time around the club bar, drinking and comparing outfits. They have only disdain and disgust for the sweaty slobs dressed in T-shirts and old gym shorts who race up to the bar for a quick glass of fruit juice before returning to the court for another strenuous match. They feel as if these sweaty jocks are invading their domain. And perhaps rightly so.

As a result, there is now considerable talk about the prospects of building a nationwide chain of court clubs designed especially for fashion-conscious racquetballers. These "racquetball boutiques," as they would be called, would have strict dress codes and a doorman to check members as they enter for proper color coordination and possible color clashes with other members. Racquets would be considered optional at these clubs, but playing courts would be eliminated. Instead, the centerpiece of the club would be an elaborate bar, surrounded by hundreds of mirrors so that members could admire themselves. Many court club owners are adamantly opposed to the idea of such clubs, saying they are completely at odds with the egalitarian, participatory spirit of racquetball. Fashion proponents counter, however, that those who oppose fashionable clubs do so only because they are afraid racquetball boutiques would become so popular that they'd put regular court clubs out of business.

And so, it seems, fashion is destined to become a permanent fixture in racquetball. Indeed, an omen of things to come recently occurred during a tournament on the east coast, according to a reliable authority. (My cousin Abner again. He gets around.)

According to this report, one player came sweeping into the club with an entourage of 20 people. He had a fashion consultant, a valet, a hair stylist, three men to carry his portable barber's chair, several aides to carry his clothes, technicians, electricians and a couple of lackeys just to fold and unfold his outfits. All this, and he was only scheduled to play one match that day.

While the player was being preened, pressed and blow-dried in the locker room, his valet began supervising courtside preparations. Several racks of clothes were moved next to the court, while another aide began busily laying out an assortment of colored towels. A couple of lighting technicians worked frantically near the locker room door. Soon, everything was ready.

Suddenly, the locker room door opened, and out stepped the player dressed in a Purple Passion warm-up suit complete with a Regal Red cape. As he paused dramatically in the doorway, someone switched on a fan. The cape spread out behind him and his hair flowed back like the mane of a lion. A spotlight burst on and the player was showered in a brilliant colored light. After he was sure everyone had seen him, the light clicked off, the fan stopped and the player moved quickly to the court and proceeded to play his match.

He played miserably, losing 21-2, 21-4. Still, he did change shirts 25 times during the match. And when he came off the court, he was all smiles. "I love this game," he told one spectator as he acknowledged the admiring cheers of the crowd. "Racquetball is the greatest because it's not whether you win or lose that counts, but how you dress for the game."
Spalding is creating quite a racquet within the confines of four-walled courts these days. And it's no wonder. Because we bring to every racquet we make a fine-tuned understanding of the game no other company can match.

Our 7000 Series aluminum frames are extruded right through the handle, so there's never a twist between the flick and the wrist.

Our composite frames have the optimum blend of glass, nylon and graphite for flexibility, weight and strength.

Our leather grips and lanyards let you let go without the fear of letting go.

All handles are available in the size to match the feel and comfort of your particular game.

And because not every player is ready for the "A" ladder, our racquets are priced to match your level of commitment.

So whether it be our Junior Tournament, our very unlady-like Lady Spalding, our intimidating Intimidator, or any of our other racquets, look to Spalding for the dependability, playability and power you need.

Spalding. We're playing your game.
Racquetball clothing designers are fast becoming as plentiful as leaves in autumn. Everybody, it seems, has gotten into the act. This includes companies ranging from such traditional equipment manufacturers as Ektelon to high fashion outfits like Catalina and Top Seed. The result of this rush to the cloth is a virtual deluge of smart-looking, eminently fashionable—and often—high-priced racquetball outfits for both men and women. To sort out some of the confusion, the editors of Racquetball magazine recently gathered samples of the best in racquetball clothing from the top companies in the field. Herewith, then, our first annual survey of the wide, wide world of racquetball fashions.

A left, a two piece men's outfit from Catalina. The shirt features a blend of cotton jersey knit and terry, Fortrel polyester and cotton mesh, while the shorts come with an inside coin pocket. Retail, $30. The ladies' outfit at right is from Quantum. It is made of 53 per cent polyester and 47 per cent cotton. Shirt and shorts retail for $38. The jacket is sold separately, retail $46. All models' shoes provided courtesy of Patrick and Lotto.
Above: The outfit at left is from Racquettes of Hialeah, Florida. The wash-and-wear ensemble, made from 50 per cent polyester and 50 per cent cotton interlock, retails for $25.50.

At right is a ladies' ensemble from Koz of California. The shirt features a square neck design and the shorts come with a back pocket. Made of 50 per cent Kodel polyester and 50 per cent cotton interlock, the outfit retails for $26.

Inset: Outfits from At Ease (left) and Ektelon. The ladies' ensemble features contrasting trim around the shirt and shorts and is made of a 50/50 poly/cotton interlock fabric. Suggested retail price, $27. The men's outfit features a V-neck style pullover shirt and shorts with a button-down pocket on the side. The shirt is 50 per cent Fortrel polyester and 50 per cent cotton interlock, while the shorts are 65 per cent Dacron polyester and 35 per cent cotton. Suggested retail price, $29.
Above: The ladies' outfit at left is from Elia Unlimited. It features hand painted racquets on the shirt and is made from 100 per cent cotton. Suggested retail price, $40. The men's outfit is from Adidas. The shirt is 100 per cent cotton and the cotton twill shorts include a back pocket. Suggested retail price, $25.90. Racquetball jewelry courtesy of Tinker and Company.

Inset: Outfits from Paul Sullivan Sportswear (left) and Intersport. The outfit at left features a 100 per cent cotton shirt and shorts made of 80 per cent nylon and 20 per cent Spandex. The shorts include an inner lining and inside key pocket and the outfit retails for $34.50. The men's outfit at right features a V-neck shirt and shorts with a waistband drawstring. Made of 50 per cent polyester and 50 per cent cotton, the outfit retails for $25.
Racquetball warm-up outfits from AMF Head Sports Wear (left) and Ladies First. The men's outfit includes a 50/50 poly/cotton shirt with a porous cotton mesh bottom and shorts made of 65 per cent polyester and 35 per cent cotton. The warm-up suit includes a 100 per cent Orlon jacket with a hood and matching pants (not shown). The shirt and shorts retail for $37. The warm-up suit, sold separately, retails for $72. The ladies' outfit at right includes a Ladies First T-shirt—suggested retail price, $2.50—and a poly/fleece warm-up suit with a front pocket in the jacket and matching pants. The warm-up retails for $59.95.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Racquetball fashions are increasingly becoming Big Business. An indication of just how important this segment of the marketplace is becoming was demonstrated recently when San Diego-based Ektelon, one of the largest racquetball merchandisers, created a new management position devoted exclusively to clothing, Leonard B. 'Lenny' K. Kanarvogel is Ektelon's new merchandising manager for sportswear and accessories. A veteran of 17 years in New York's garment district, Kanarvogel most recently coordinated Jockey International's tennis wear line. His first official act upon joining Ektelon—even before moving his belongings out from the east coast—was to design a completely new line of racquetball clothing which has been well-received by retailers during preview showings. To find out what racquetball fashion designing is all about, Racquetball sent correspondent Mike Hogan to Ektelon's headquarters to talk to Kanarvogel. In this exclusive interview, Lenny K gives Racquetball readers an insight into the many hours of effort that go into the development of a "simple" racquetball shirt or pair of shorts.

RACQUETBALL: What is it that consumers are most concerned about when they buy a piece of racquetball clothing? Fashion? Function? What?

KANARVOGEL: Color is the single most important element in a garment because that is what catches the consumer's attention. Proper coloring is essential to selling any clothing. There are four things to think about when designing any garment. The first is color because that is what will catch the customer's eye. Then customers will walk over and feel the goods, so the fabric must be appealing. They already know what store it is in and are aware whether that store is of good quality or not. The third thing consumers look at is the label. They see Ektelon and think, "Well, Ektelon is synonymous with racquetball so it must be good." The last thing consumers look at, surprisingly, is the price. They have to like the color, the texture, the people who make it before they ask, "How much is it going to cost me?"

R: Does that differ between male and female customers?

K: No. Generally, it's the same for everybody. It's not a set rule, of course, but there is enough marketing information to say, "That's the way the consumer shops."

R: While there are some similarities, the color and styling of the garments you've designed seem to be a major departure from Ektelon's old line, which, frankly, never struck us as being all that fashionable.

K: The new line is a major departure from the old.

R: Why did you select the colors that you did?

K: I selected colors that are punchy, exciting, active colors. The color story for next year for fashions in general is bright shades—bright royal blues, bright yellows, bright reds. In ladies' wear, the colors for fall are reds, yellows and jades. Those are the colors on the main floors of the major department stores right now. We wanted to be both fashionable and timely, and we feel that our ladies' colors are right in tune with what is going on in the general world of fashion.

R: What about function? What are the special requirements of racquetball clothing?

K: The goods have to be able to flow, to handle the body torque and the stress of stretching and bending. If you're playing racquetball two or three times a week, you want your shorts and shirts to stand up well in the wash and wear afterwards. So both the functionality of the fabric and construction of the garment are important.

R: What about a fabric's ability to absorb perspiration?

K: In my particular line, I've gone with a 50-polyester-50-cotton blend for just that reason. The blend is important. When you wear a 100 per cent cotton garment in high perspiration sport, the perspiration gets absorbed by the shirt and stays there. And it just hangs. But, with a poly-cotton blend, the cotton absorbs the perspiration and the polyester—which is a filament yarn with a wicking action—dispels it through the pores of the garment.

R: So it looks neater?

K: That's right and it's a much better wash-and-wear garment too. And, now, you're really addressing yourself to something which is important to the consumer, the one who has to wash the
Shorts and Square neck top is 50% Kodel Polyester and 50% Cotton from Caroknit. Colors: White with navy and red trim Navy with yellow & red trim and Royal with powder and navy trim. Size range S-M-L-XL

“In a way, I have a sales job. My product is Lenny K and that’s who I sell.”

garment.

R: What about construction?
K: Well, especially in the men’s line, I felt there was a need for good, functional merchandise. Some garments have patch pockets, some have flap pockets, some have a jock line. But I demanded that every short we make have double needle felled seams. I didn’t want anyone ripping his pants on the court.

R: What about women’s clothes? Are they the same as men’s?
K: No. The ladies must have clothing that is all their own. I took a different approach with the ladies’ line. As far as fabrics are concerned, there are two: the traditional interlock and a stretch-interlock. This is a soft piece of goods that has some body but will cling to the wearer. It allows movement and takes care of any high torque, high stretching, or high bending, and yet it is feminine. This fabric takes the ladies out of the “me too” area of interlock ladies’ garments and says, “I’m different.”

R: Is it expensive?
K: It is very expensive. It’s not the run-of-the-mill fabric. But I wanted the ladies to have something of their own.

R: So, is that what being a designer is all about?
K: Designer? What is a designer? In my opinion, a designer is someone who works on Seventh Avenue in New York and caters to the high, high fashion of the ladies’ wear industry. Maybe stylist is a better term for what I do. Actually, though, I’m just a merchant, in the same sense that a retailer is a merchant. I’m involved in many areas of Ektelon’s functions—sales, advertising, merchandising—whatever it takes to run a little company within the overall company. I select fabrics and colors, buy them, do sales projections, work with the advertising people to make sure that what they do is consistent with the way the merchandise was styled. I lend my services to the sales department to make presentations. I make sure there are enough goods for the stores that buy them and, once that sells, I make sure that their deliveries get advanced. It’s something of an all-encompassing job, actually.

R: What’s the secret to designing clothes people will buy?
K: It’s the ability to spot trends and to be able to translate them into a finished product. If I had to pick one thing that makes me better at what I do than the next guy, I would say that it is that I am super observant. Nothing passes my eye that doesn’t register as good or bad. When I was with Jockey International, I was projecting what people would be wearing a year in advance. That’s not an easy talent and you have to have some data to do it.

R: Is that what people in your position are expected to do all the time?
K: Oh, absolutely. Being a successful guy, a guy who is respected in the marketplace, is always being with the right coloring, the right looks.

R: Did you pick that up in the New York garment district?
K: Yeah. When I first got in, I just needed a job. I got started at $60 a week as a posting clerk and there was an opening in the merchandising department. I really wanted to go into sales, but the merchandising department was offering an extra $7 a week and I really needed it then. Then, as I went along, I grew. I listened and I learned and I did all the things that nobody else wanted to do. In a way, I have a sales job. My product isn’t Ektelon or clothing or racquets or the Ektelon catalog. My product is Lenny K and that’s who I sell. If people buy me, if they trust me and feel that I know what I’m talking about, they will buy what I suggest they buy because they have confidence that I won’t steer them wrong.

R: Do you always guess right?
K: Well, so far I’ve had a couple of good seasons in a row. It started 17 years ago and, with any luck, I’ll be around for another 17.

R: That sounds like a good bet.
A New Day In Illinois

THE IRA/RAI CHAMPIONSHIPS · BY DENNIS DORNER

The 1979 International Racquetball Association/Racquetball Association of Illinois Championships proved to be the catalyst of a new look in Illinois racquetball. For the last few years, there had been no IRA state tournament in Illinois. But this year, Ray Mitchell, publisher of Racquetball Everyone, laid the foundation for such a tournament by creating a new state organization, the Racquetball Association of Illinois (RAI).

The RAI was formed to provide Illinois players with an organization that would value the input of its members. With such a philosophy, the organization quickly became the arm of the IRA in Illinois. Almost immediately afterwards, Kay Fischer, Illinois state director for the IRA, and Ray Mitchell teamed up to establish a 1979 State Championship Tournament.

The tournament took place June 21-23 at Killshot, Ltd., in Bloomingdale, Illinois. The club is well-suited for tournament play with glass walls, 15 courts, a fully stocked bar, coed whirlpool, plenty of viewing space and complete locker room facilities. The club manager, Don Jenkins, and his staff did everything they could to help the IRA volunteers run the tournament.

And run it they did. The organization of the IRA tournament was superb, as times ran an hour ahead throughout the event. Credit must go to the exceptional scheduling and planning of the committee.

Needless to say, the tournament was a success, and as such, strengthened the IRA's presence in Illinois. It demonstrated to the players of that state that there is an alternative when it comes to addressing their racquetball needs.

The competition during the tournament was exciting, hard-fought, intense. What follows is a rundown on play in the various divisions.

Men's Open

Don Constable opposed Jim Scheyer in the Men's final. Constable had shown strong determination and a picture-book serve in eliminating three earlier opponents, while Scheyer gained the championship round via his ability to get to everything and his prowess at firing terrific shots off those gets.

The final was a dramatic, closely contested match. And not just when the ball was in play. Numerous protests were lodged by each competitor. There were calls for a new referee, rule books and changes of linesmen. But in the end, Constable survived the intense struggle to take the crown 21-15, 21-16. Third place found Sean Moskwa defeating Ed Lindfors. Consolation honors went to John Slazas.

Women's Open

Judy Sawicki was matched against Nancy Kronenfeld in the Women's finals. Each had met many times before, and the match figured to be close. It was!

Game one saw Sawicki getting angry with the referee. This apparently kept her from playing her best, and she lost 21-18. In the second game, Sawicki brought her emotions under control and concentrated only on playing. She won 21-17.

This set the stage for the most exciting finale of the tournament, as the tiebreaker progressed point by point to its logical conclusion, a 14-14 standoff. After a flurry of shots, Sawicki claimed the crown with a nice pass and a 15-14 score. Lynne Farmer won third over Sue Prisching. Lana Engen won the consolation bracket.

Men's Senior A

Marshall Waldo and Scott Berry have been playing superior racquetball this season, and it was only fitting that the pair met for the championship in Men's Senior A competition. Neither player had it easy, however, in gaining the finals, as all the competitors in this division were of excellent quality.

In the finals, each player pulled off a narrow victory in the first two games. Waldo won the first 21-19, and Berry followed with a 21-20 victory. The tiebreaker started out a close affair, but
Men's B

"I think I entered the wrong class. These guys are stars." Those were the words of Men's B entrant Pat Garrett, whose legendary name sake obviously had an easier time shooting down Billy the Kid than this present day Garrett had shooting down the other B men.

Pat was right, though; the Men's B play was very good racquetball. There were many time-honored rivalries on the line, and each match was a struggle from beginning to end. Ed Arias emerged as champion with a 21-20, 21-14 victory over Dale Eggert. Steve Schneider defeated Chuck Kennedy for third, while Tom Creal won the consolation honors.

Men's Senior B

With almost every match going to a tiebreaker, Senior B play featured some of the closest contests of the tournament. Gerald Cudar and Frank Lake both survived three-game semifinal matches in order to play a three-game affair of their own for the finals.

Cudar took game one 21-13, but Lake recovered to win game two 21-11. The tiebreaker was exciting, with Lake doing some hard-shooting only to have Cudar hustle to the ball and turn those near roll-outs into points of his own. Cudar's hustle paid off with a 15-6 victory. Third place was won by Tom Monk. First place in the consolation bracket was claimed by Karen Marcheschi.

Men's Master A

Master play is probably as much fun to watch as the Super Bowl, the final game of the World Series or even Marty Hogan versus Mike Yellen. Saul Sandoval, a consistent tournament competitor in any bracket, showed his opponents a collection of soft touches, perfect pinches, two-wall passes and just about everything else on his way to winning the championship. His opponent in the finals was Dan Day, who also showed a great collection of kill shots, but his skill was not up to Saul's--for this tournament anyway. Chuck Martarano won third place honors.

Men's Master B

Take a group of racquetball veterans and put them into a tournament and the result is a flurry of fiercely-fought battles. In the three-game final match, Dorsey Boult met John Leahy. Boult took Leahy in the first game 21-10, and then dropped game two 15-21. The tiebreaker saw Boult get off to a huge lead which forced Leahy to press, causing him to make numerous mistakes. As a result, Boult won 15-3.

Gib Kurtz beat Al Solinger for third. Consolation was won by Jordan Teplitz.

Golden Masters

In a round robin format, Al Hanke defeated Al Shively for the gold. Chuck Gudbrandsen took third.

Junior Boys

Three divisions of Junior Boys were played---13-and-under, 15-and-under and 17-and-under. Scott Brechon defeated David Nelson to win the 13-and-under group. Steve Gajtjens took third, and Mark Man won the consolation. Jack Newman defeated Erik Scheyer to win the 15-and-under division. Stuart Gajtjens was third, and Mike Anasewicz was victorious in the consolation bracket. In the 17-and-under division, Sean Moskwa rolled to third.

The ability of the boys in all three classes amazed and then impressed many of the spectators. They are good, very good, and it won't be too long before these players will be dominating the Open and A brackets of tournaments.

Women's B

The play in this division can be summed up in one word—competitive. Each contest was close, as the play and styles of all the participants were evenly matched. In the end though, this was the only bracket in the tournament where the top two seeds actually made it to the finals. And there, Mary Precht defeated Wava Wolfe 21-17, 21-12 for the championship.

Third place went to Shirley Gloden, who beat Karen Minsky. First place in the consolation bracket was claimed by Karen Marcheschi.

Women's Master A

Master play is probably as much fun to watch as the Super Bowl, the final game of the World Series or even Marty Hogan versus Mike Yellen. Saul Sandoval, a consistent tournament competitor in any bracket, showed his opponents a collection of soft touches, perfect pinches, two-wall passes and just about everything else on his way to winning the championship. His opponent in the finals was Dan Day, who also showed a great collection of kill shots, but his skill was not up to Saul's--for this tournament anyway. Chuck Martarano won third place honors.

Women's Master B

Take a group of racquetball veterans and put them into a tournament and the result is a flurry of fiercely-fought battles. In the three-game final match, Dorsey Boult met John Leahy. Boult took Leahy in the first game 21-10, and then dropped game two 15-21. The tiebreaker saw Boult get off to a huge lead which forced Leahy to press, causing him to make numerous mistakes. As a result, Boult won 15-3.

Gib Kurtz beat Al Solinger for third. Consolation was won by Jordan Teplitz.

Golden Masters

In a round robin format, Al Hanke defeated Al Shively for the gold. Chuck Gudbrandsen took third.

Junior Boys

Three divisions of Junior Boys were played---13-and-under, 15-and-under and 17-and-under. Scott Brechon defeated David Nelson to win the 13-and-under group. Steve Gajtjens took third, and Mark Man won the consolation. Jack Newman defeated Erik Scheyer to win the 15-and-under division. Stuart Gajtjens was third, and Mike Anasewicz was victorious in the consolation bracket. In the 17-and-under division, Sean Moskwa rolled to third.

The ability of the boys in all three classes amazed and then impressed many of the spectators. They are good, very good, and it won't be too long before these players will be dominating the Open and A brackets of tournaments.

Women's C

The quality of Women's C play was outstanding. If one could compare the Women's C play with that of the C play two years back, he or she would notice about 300 percent improvement. You have to be good to play in this class.

Kathy Tracy was good, as she utilized a sensational serve and a fine variety of power serves in totally mystifying Marilyn Fisher 21-3 and 21-19 to earn the championship. Third place was won by Jan Sarno over Joan Osborne. Betty Brennan won the consolation.

Men's D

With 40 players in this bracket one would expect a lot of blow-outs, but that wasn't the case. So equal in ability were the players that almost all the matches were cliff-hangers.

Coming off two particularly hard-fought matches, Bob Schwartz met up with Tom Knox in the finals. In a terrific match, Schwartz narrowly beat Knox 21-20 in game one. Game two was almost as close, but the result was the same—a Schwartz victory, 21-18. Mike Viola beat Mike O'Connor 21-12, 21-13 to take third. Willie Wilson won the consolation.

Women's D

Exciting racquetball is played at all levels. The spirit and talent on display in the Women's D division should have proved this fact to all the spectators. Lucy Wirth and Judy Lambert matched up in the championship round and put on a good show with each player exchanging 21-13 victories and then battling to a 15-12 conclusion with Lambert on top. In third was Nancy Amaro over Debbie Jepsen. Mimi Rose won the consolation.

Novice

The Novice divisions were for first-time tournament players only. In the Men's Novice, David Kronenfeld dominated the play from his first match through his fifth, the championship match, which he won over Daryl Cooperrider 21-3, 21-7. Kronenfeld was so good that he allowed only one player to score as many as 11 points against him in any one game. Ralph Duda beat Mick Krause for third. Joey LaCognata won the consolation.

The Women's Novice class matched up Chris Evon and Chris Jasky in the last round. The result was a fine match with Jasky taking game one 21-13 and Evon taking game two 21-18. The tiebreaker was close, but Jasky seemed to have more composure and pulled to a 15-10 victory to earn the title. Bonnie Jenkins defeated Jan Hansen to win third, and Susan Barnes won the consolation.
Ed Arias-First Place Men's B
Scott Berry-First Place Men's Seniors
Sean Moskwa-First Place Boy's 17 and under
Al Hanke-First Place Golden Masters
Tim Héuel-First Place Men's C
Bob Schwartz-First Place Men's D
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Hundreds of court installations, without a failure, mean proven performance. Here's why!

The material is premium grade 62-P hi-density, hi-pressure laminated court panel system.

Playability is true and consistent, with uniform ball action and sound.

Superior quality and long life.

Minimal maintenance, never needs paint, cleans with soap and water.

Complete court package designed and engineered to fit your needs and budget.

Exacting specifications and full inspection procedures prior to shipment.

Dimensionally stable, structurally sound, non-sweating surface.

Faster installations, no downtime revenue loss.

Resists chipping, cracking, scratching and marring from racquet contact.

Highly trained experts make all installations, backed by double guarantee from World Courts, the court systems specialists.

Indoor Running Tracks

Distributor of Championship Floors

Portable or Permanent

Call or write for complete details:

World Courts, Inc.
554 Main Street, Dept. A
S. Weymouth, MA 02190
Phone: (617) 337-0082
Dept. R

Product of FIBERESIN Industries, Inc.
Without a doubt, the most difficult stroke in racquetball for a beginner to master is the backhand.

In nearly every case, the backhand side is a player's weak side, and consequently, the side that one's opponent will usually play to. Even professional players have weaker backhands than forehands and, for some, it is a real Achilles heel.

In fact, many less experienced players try to avoid the backhand altogether. When their opponents hit to their backhands, they frantically move into position for a forehand shot. No one, though, will progress very far in the sport if they persist in this gambit.

Developing a backhand is a must for any would-be racquetball player. And luckily for beginners, there is an easier way to execute the backhand stroke than the way the top players approach it.

Most professional players have a pendulum-like backhand swing that generates the optimum amount of power and is practically the mirror image of their forehand stroke. If executed correctly, it is the most effective way to hit the ball on the backhand side. Unfortunately, there is little margin for error with this stroke.

To hit the professional backhand, you start your swing with your racquet high over your head, bringing it down in a sweeping arc. The ball must be contacted just off the front foot and very close to the floor. Too far in front of the foot and the ball flies up high on the front wall. Too far behind and it digs into the floor.

It's the kind of stroke that takes a great deal of time to develop. If you plan to play for money, you will be willing to invest the many hours needed to perfect this shot. But, for beginners or casual players, I think a somewhat easier stroke is in order.

That's why, in my clinics, I always teach a less difficult variation of the pendulum stroke. The key to this shot is to shorten the length of the arc of your swing and to bring the racquet face across your body, instead of sweeping by it. This will reduce the power of your stroke, but it also will conserve the energy you expend and increase your accuracy. These are, I believe, far more important considerations for the beginner or casual amateur player than sheer power.

To hit this easy-to-master backhand, start with your feet pointing directly into the sidewall and your knees bent as with the pendulum stroke. Bring your racquet up behind your head with the face of the racquet pointing toward the sidewall and the butt of the racquet pointing straight down into the floor. Your arm from...
Aftate for Athlete's Foot is better than Desenex.
Really better.

If you've got athlete's foot and you're still using Desenex, you should know that Aftate is better.

In independent studies, the medication in Aftate has been proven to be more effective in killing athlete's foot fungus than the medication in Desenex.

In fact, doctors recommend the medication in Aftate to those who are using Desenex.

Aftate is better than Desenex. Really better. It's the killer.

Read and follow label directions.

Mike Yellen begins the pendulum backhand stroke. Note the position of the racquet over his head and facing the back wall.

The follow-through of the pendulum backhand stroke is much higher, wider and more likely to hit an opponent than Yellen's backhand.

shoulder to elbow should also be pointing down into the floor, while your forearm should be parallel to the floor.

In order to hit the pendulum stroke, the entire racquet is held above the head with the racquet face pointing toward the back wall and the forearm held straight up and down. If you try to hold your racquet both ways, you will quickly see that my method feels much more comfortable and causes considerably less strain.

Now, keeping your knees bent, bring the racquet face down and around, stepping forward with your front foot and contacting the ball just off that foot. The racquet face will pass across your body just below your waist and should be held parallel to the front wall.

Because your knees are bent, the racquet will contact the ball much lower than what is normally considered "waist height." Of course, with the pendulum swing, the ball is contacted even lower—down around the ankles.

With my stroke, however, there is less chance of digging the ball or sending it high up the front wall when contacting the ball too soon or too late. Since it is an across-the-body stroke, if you do hit the ball wrong, it will either hit the sidewall or a little farther over on the front wall toward the opposite sidewall (depending on whether you hit the ball too soon or too late). Either way, you have a different and probably less effective shot than if you had hit the ball properly. But at least your shot is not a total disaster, as is inevitably the case when you hit a poor pendulum stroke.

As you drive through the ball, snap your wrist, and then maintain a smooth, even follow-through. You will notice that your wrist was already "cocked" and ready for the snapping motion as a result of the way you originally positioned your racquet to hit the shot.

I find that the best swing for people is the smallest and most contained. Therefore, keep your elbow close to your body. You will find that you don't throw your arm out of joint as with the wide arc of the pendulum swing. You also expend less energy, and there is less danger of nailing your opponent with your follow-through.

There are two important points to remember when using this stroke. The first is to keep your knees bent so that you will stay low and able to hit the ball lower on the front wall. The other is to stay loose and execute with a smooth, even stroke so that you will be able to keep your racquet face parallel to the front wall when you contact the ball.

Also, don't try to muscle this shot. It will only lead to mistakes. At the beginning level, it is much more important to concentrate on control than on power.

And finally, don't forget to practice. This stroke may not be as hard as the pendulum stroke, but don't expect to master it on the first try. Work at it.
IRA BALL
APPROVAL

As of press time the following ball manufacturers have received tentative approval of their products in I.R.A. sanctioned tournaments.

Final contracts and authorization are forthcoming and will be announced in a future issue of RACQUETBALL Magazine. For tournament sponsorship contact these manufacturers, your I.R.A. state director, or national headquarters.

Ektelon  Regent  Vittert
Head     Seamco  Voit
Penn     Sportcraft
Point West  Trenway

It's YOUR game... Show your style with HAND PAINTED Designs

205-B N. Hamilton Rd.
Columbus, OH 43213  (614) 884-1000
There's a rep in your area.

TENNIS • RUNNING RACQUETBALL

Aftate® for Jock Itch
is better than Cruex.
Really better.

If you've got jock itch and you're still using Cruex, you should know that Aftate is better. Aftate's medication has been tested and found to be more effective than the medication in Cruex for killing jock itch fungus. Aftate's powerful medication not only kills all major types of jock itch fungus, but also helps prevent reinfection. For the relief of painful itching and chafing of jock itch, get Aftate. It's the killer.

Read and follow label directions.

Enclosed is $.06 (for materials, handling, postage) for one (1) 0.99 oz. Aftate Gel for Jock Itch. (1) a coupon good for 25¢ off on my next store purchase of regular size Aftate products. Send to:

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY  STATE  ZIP

Mail to: Pough Inc., P.O. Box 377, Dept MC, Memphis, TN 38114. Tenn residents add 4 sales tax. Offer good only in Continental US.
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WINNING POINTS

PRACTICING:

PART 1

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE BORED TO BE GOOD

By Charlie Garfinkel

This is the first of two instructional articles on practicing. This month, Charlie Garfinkel gives some tips for a player practicing alone. Next month, he will discuss a situation in which two players practice together.

Many times I have read about players who claim that they practice various shots two to three hours at a time. Even though this may be true, such a lengthy practice could cause damage to muscles and tendons. It could also get downright boring.

A good practice session need last only an hour. The following represents a practicing routine that I have developed over several years.

Before hitting your first shot, you should do 10 to 15 minutes of stretching and calisthenics. Don't begin your practice until your body feels loose and has broken a slight sweat.

Now, you're ready to start your session. First, hit some balls easily for two to three minutes to get the "feel" of the court. You may want to hit a little longer if you feel that it is necessary. In either case, you will be amazed at how fast you will be able to adjust to the "play" of the ball and the court.

Next, begin hitting a shot that will not exert a great amount of stress on your arm. The ceiling ball is the answer.

And you don't have to hit 500 to 1,000 shots in a row as many pros claim they do. A hundred ceiling balls, divided between the backhand and forehand sides, is more than adequate. Because you hit a backhand ceiling ball more often in a match, you may want to hit 60 to 75 from the backhand side and the rest from the forehand.

When hitting a ceiling ball, there is no right place on the ceiling to aim for. Some players tell you to hit as close to the crack as possible, while others swear that you should aim for the first row of lights or some other magical point. In the end, though, you have to decide what works for you.

But how do you decide? Well, you practice your ceiling ball until you find a spot on the ceiling that enables you to hit the ball in such a way that a would-be opponent can't return the shot safely unless he hits another ceiling ball. Depending on the play of the court and the liveliness of the ball, this spot could be anywhere from 5 inches to 10 feet back of the crack. So keep hitting the ball until you find the exact spot that works for you.

The ceiling ball shots will make your body feel free and loose. You should then do a drill that will help your front court game. I first saw this drill performed in St. Louis in 1970 by the National Doubles Championship team of Mike Zeitman and Alan Hyman.

Both players stood at the service line. They started slowly, just hitting the ball back and forth to each other. Within a minute, they were hitting the ball as hard as they could to each other, both still at the service line. Amazingly, each returned the other's shots.

A good practice session need last only an hour... You don't have to hit 500 to 1,000 shots in a row.

Even though I'm 6'6'', I can't cover the court with one step either way as has been suggested by some of my racquetball-playing cohorts. So I do a drill that is similar to the one performed by Zeitman and Hyman. Standing at the service line, I alternate hitting forehands and backhands. Starting slowly, I increase the tempo until I am alternately hitting the ball as hard as I can off both my forehand and backhand sides.

Even though this drill lasts only five minutes, it greatly speeds up your reflexes, helping you to hit shots that may at first seem impossible to return. You will also be amazed at how fast you can change your grip during this drill.

The next shots that you should practice are your kill shots. Standing in the back court on one side or the other, hit the ball to the front wall. The ball should be hit so that it bounces once and comes off the back wall.

Let the ball drop as low as possible, preferably well below knee level, before you hit it. Your knees should be bent, your racquet back and your eyes on the ball. You should step forward, swing, make contact and finish with a high follow-through.

An important point to remember is that you should hit almost all of your kill shots straight down the line. Attempting to hit kill shots crosscourt might result in an easy setup for your opponent if you don't put the ball away.

Also try to take as many kill shots as you can on your forehand side. This doesn't mean that you should have your posterior touching the left sidewall as you swing. But you have a much better view of where your opponent is if you take a forehand shot. When you hit a backhand, you are momentarily turned away from your opponent.

After hitting about 50 kill shots, you should practice your passing shots. Continue to give yourself shots off the front wall that rebound to the back wall.

Stand in the same position that you used for your forehand kill shot. Aim your shot slightly to the left of center and higher on the front wall. You should hit your shot so that the ball will bounce twice before hitting the back wall in the left corner. Practice your backhand passing shots in the same manner, but try to have the ball land in the back forehand corner.

A shot that is becoming more and more popular is the sidewall pinch shot. This shot is especially effective when you're in front of your opponent, as the ball breaks sharply away from him or her. At
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25G</td>
<td>59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNUM</td>
<td>36.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNUM FLEX</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JERRY HILECHER</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL BILL SCHMIDTKE</td>
<td>33.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISP III</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLEX</td>
<td>30.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JENNIFER HARDING</td>
<td>28.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGUE</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEMON</td>
<td>26.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SWINGER RACQUETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SWINGER</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LADY SWINGER</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SWINGER II</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE ALUMINUM SWINGER</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BANDIDO RACQUETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BANDIDO</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE LITTLE BANDIDO</td>
<td>21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SIGNATURE RACQUETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CHARLIE BRUMFIELD ALUMINUM</td>
<td>31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CHARLIE BRUMFIELD COMPOSITE</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE &quot;PRO ONLY&quot;</td>
<td>22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RACQUETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE M-I</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE M-II</td>
<td>27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE M-III</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE M-FLEX</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GRAPHITE RACQUETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GRAPHITE PERFORMER</td>
<td>25.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GRAPHITE COMPETITOR</td>
<td>47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE GRAPHITE 100</td>
<td>94.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACQUETS BY WILSON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW THE ADVANTAGE</td>
<td>31.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW SHANNON WRIGHT</td>
<td>22.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RACQUETS BY HEAD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD COMPETITION</td>
<td>41.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD PRO</td>
<td>34.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAVALLOY</td>
<td>49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Covers included with all racquets. Add $2.50 per racquet for postage and handling.
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Regional Commissioner
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44 Racquetball
Don't Get Stuck This Christmas!

Give your racquetball friends (and even your foes) an IRA Membership/Racquetball Magazine subscription. This includes:

- 12 issues of Racquetball Magazine
- Eligibility for all IRA tournaments
- Bumper sticker and membership card
- Voice in all IRA policies
- Official Rulebook

All For Only $10.00

A card announcing your gift will be mailed in time for Christmas. Both friends and foes alike will begin their subscription with the January issue.
RACQUETBALL welcomes all tournaments to report their results. Please list all rounds of each event. Scorecard will report as many rounds of each tournament as space allows.

For reasons of space and clarity, tournaments submitted for listing in "Scorecard" should be arranged as shown in the example below. Entries using this format stand a better chance of being included in the "Scorecard" section.

Men's Open:
Finals: John Smith over John Doe 21-20, 13-21, 21-16.

Located about 400 miles east of the Asian mainland in the South China Sea, the tropical island of Okinawa would seem to be an unlikely location for extensive racquetball activity. Don't believe it; racquetball is flourishing among the 40,000 military men, women and dependents who call "The Rock" their home. With over 30 courts scattered around various Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps bases on Okinawa, racquetball fever has struck Americans on the island resulting in the largest concentration of players, facilities and organized tournaments in a foreign country anywhere in the world except Canada.

"The Rock," as Okinawa is fondly referred to, is an island only 65 miles long and 2 to 17 miles wide with an annual 82-inch average rainfall and high year-round temperatures. These somewhat unfavorable climatic conditions have resulted in courts uniquely constructed for the island. In addition to the 15 standard 20 feet x 40 feet x 20 feet indoor courts, Okinawa racquetballers also utilize outdoor four-wall courts with wire mesh ceilings, three-wall outdoor courts and even one-walled courts captured from the declining Okinawa tennis population. The end result has been that racquetball has become one of the most popular and fastest growing sports on the island.

On Okinawa virtually all interservice racquetball clinics and tournaments are planned and conducted by the Okinawa Racquetball Association (ORA), which has a membership of over 100 players and supporters. The most recent tournament was the island-wide, Okinawa Racquetball Championships which took place at the Makiminato gym. Over 100 players competed in the tournament, which culminated with the crowning of new island-wide champions in all divisions. Overall, U.S. Navy men and women easily dominated most divisions and took top honors in the tournament.

In the prestigious Men's Open finals, Navy Commandant Glenn Allen over the staff Commander Amphibious Group One assumed the title of "Top racquetballer on the Rock" by edging defending champion Lieutenant Commander Kent Allison; another Navy man from Patrol Wing One, in an intense two-hour match 21-17, 18-21, 11-4. En route to the finals, second-seeded Allen defeated local USO director Bob Paredes 21-12, 21-17, while top-seeded Allison defeated Ken Hines from Tori Station 21-13, 21-16. In Men's Open consolation (a consolation tournament was conducted for first round losers in all events to ensure all participants played at least two matches), Lt. Col. Jim Hayes (USMC) from Camp Foster defeated Army man David Yardie 21-13, 21-10.

The Okinawa Racquetball Championships were planned and directed by Bob Paredes of the Okinawa Racquetball Association, which collected no entry fees and provided trophies, Voit balls and towels for all participants. The ORA is currently planning a "members only" summer round robin racquetball tournament, a racquetball marathon, interservice clinics, implementation of an island-wide racquetball challenge board and, in the fall, an all-Okinawa weekend tournament.
Monfre 21-4, 21-0; Peters over Purser 21-10, 21-7; Wickham over Miller 21-9, 21-19; Harmon over Tillery 21-11, 21-12, 11-10. Semifinals: Bailey over Peters 21-3, 21-17; Harmon over Tillery 21-12, 21-12, 11-10. Seniors Division: Acosta over Hellsten 21-4, 21-13; Sharpe over Freshwater 21-13, 21-19; Wyman over Howard 21-10, 21-10, 11-7; DeRossett over Gerson 21-17, 21-9. Semifinals: Acosta over Sharpe 21-6, 21-8; Wyman over DeRossett 21-15, 21-8. Finals: Acosta over Wyman 21-10, 21-20, 11-1. 3rd: Sharpe over DeRossett 31-17.

3rd ANNUAL RBMMH INVITATIONAL RACQUETBALL TOURNAMENT
Courts Royal North Rockville, Maryland

7th DAFFY OPEN
Family Fitness Center Tacoma, Washington

SPAULDING RACQUETBALL MID-STATES OPEN
St. Louis, Missouri
Men's Open: 1st, Dennis Mcdowell (Courtside II); 2nd, Doug Cohen (JCCA); 3rd, Ken Wong (St. Louis); 1st cons., Dan Cohen (JCCA). Men's B: 1st, Jeff McDowell (Courtside III); 2nd, Neil Smith (JCCA); 3rd, Cornie Bibb.

BUILT BY THE PROS FOR THE PROS
Dr. Bud Muehlen is recognized as one of the most knowledgeable personalities in the racquetball field. He is also the President of M-M Court Systems, the manufacturers of first-rate facilities for racquetball.

The M-M team has introduced many innovations in design and construction that match the specific needs of professional players. For example, we have pioneered and perfected precision-fit M-M panels that can be attached to concrete, masonry or steel stud systems. The smooth, solid, playing surface provides a consistent ball bounce and excellent playability. M-M also leads the industry in acoustical sound deadening techniques.

Another important feature is that the interior walls of our court systems are non-load bearing, allowing easy convertibility of the building. This ease of convertibility makes financing an easier task.

Under the guidance of Dr. Bud, our competent personnel will provide you total professional assistance with your plans, installation and operation.

M-M Court Systems are aesthetically pleasing, durable, easy to maintain and second to none in quality. Thoughtfully built by the pros, for the pros.

Call or write M-M Court Systems.

M-M Court Systems, Inc.
2340 Tampa Avenue, Suite E
El Cajon, CA 92020 (714) 697-1344

Suddenly it looks like everyone is running.
Why don't you join them?
For more information, write:
Fitness
Washington, D.C. 20201

The President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sports
FOR SALE
Racquetball Court Club
8 courts with full amenities in Southeast. Well established, profitable club with excellent potential. Extra expansion land. Principals Only. Reply:
R.M. Service
P.O. Box 16566
Memphis, TN 38116
(All replies held in confidence.)

Turn in a winning performance . . .
in a winning performer!

THE GRID S'PORTER

GRID'S S'PORTER is a winning performer, providing you with the maximum support you need and the lightweight comfort you want in a sport supporter brief. The GRID S'PORTER feels great — lets you move freely. You might just forget you’re wearing the S'PORTER because the S'PORTER has ample seat room and long stretch leg openings — no more of the chafing and binding that's common to regular style athletic supporters. The S'PORTER delivers real comfort.

The S'PORTER is the ideal supporter for all your favorite sports like racquetball, handball, volleyball, jogging, tennis and golf. And don't forget GRID's S'PORTER PLUS — the sport supporter brief with the special added pocket to hold a cup protector. The S'PORTER PLUS gives added protection for contact sports like hockey and baseball. So turn in a winning performance in a winning performer — GRID's S'PORTER or S'PORTER PLUS!

S'PORTER and S'PORTER PLUS are available at your local sporting goods store. For more information write: GRID SPORTS, 5849 Marlemon Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45227.

GRID SPORTS

Hand-Crafted RACQUETBALL Clock

- Ideal gift!  
- Unique trophy!  
- Decorator-styled for home, den or office!  
- Name-brand racquet!  
- Guaranteed, high-quality clock!

Now available in Black — Red — Orange — Yellow — Green

ONLY $29.95
(Plus $2 shipping & handling)

ORDER YOURS TODAY!

Rocky Mountain Rackets
P.O. Box 739, Loveland, CO 80537
Why has Nautilus become the most sought after training equipment?
Because Nautilus is the first logical approach to exercise; the only type of exercise based on a solid foundation of facts, undeniable laws of physics, and established principles of physiology.

Nautilus SPORTS/MEDICAL INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 1783 • DeLand, Florida 32720 • Telephone (904) 228-2884
I’ve got a backhand that’ll trip you up, a ceiling ball that’ll wear you down, and a racquet that’ll win you over... the new Jennifer Harding™ from Ektelon.

Ektelon’s new Jennifer Harding racquet is designed to fit a woman’s hand... and her game. It’s 25 grams lighter and ½ inch shorter than our smallest men’s racquet, so it swings faster and maneuvers easier. There are four handle sizes to choose from, including Extra Small and the new Super Small (3 11/16”).

As in all Ektelon racquets, the aluminum frame extends to the end of the handle for strength and is tapered for lightness and better balance.

The Jennifer Harding carries a two-year racquet frame and ninety-day string warranty.

The Jennifer Harding... only for women, only from Ektelon.